
E.13 Duplin-Onslow Cluster (House)

We examine the quality of our ensemble in the Duplin-Onslow county cluster in the North Carolina House.17 We examine
the marginal distributions on compactness (Polsby-Popper), and municipal splitting. Compactness comparisons are shown
in Figure 79 (left). We display how many people, cluster wide, are cut out of their municipality’s primary district(s), and
investigate how many different municipalities were split (see Figure 79, two right most). The ensemble splits the same or
fewer municipalities than the enacted plan in 4933 of the 7688 plans in the ensemble. The ensemble splits fewer or the same
number of people from their core district(s) than the enacted plan in 7593 of the 7688 plans in the ensemble.

To continue to examine municipal splitting, we examine all municipalities that were split within the enacted plan. For
each of these municipalities, and in each district plan of the ensemble, we quantify the number of people who were cut out
of each municipality as described in Section C.2.3. We then contextualize how the enacted plan cut people out of these split
municipalities within the ensemble in Figure 80 (left). Next, we classify how often each municipality in the ensemble was
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Figure 79: The districts in each plan of the ensemble are ordered from least to most compact; marginal distributions are
then shown for the least and most compact districts within the ensemble of plans; the districts from the enacted plan are
also sorted and then situated in the marginal distributions as dots (left). We compare the total number of people cut out
of the municipality’s primary district across the ensemble and enacted plan (center). We also compare the total number of
municipal divisions (right).
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Municipality Split % Avg % split St. dev. Split in enacted
Surf City 0.0 0.0 0.0 -
North Topsail Beach 0.0 0.0 0.0 -
Swansboro 0.0 0.0 0.0 -
Holly Ridge 35.83 0.236 0.004 -
Jacksonville 100.0 10.66 7.094 Y

Figure 80: We compare municipal divisions of the enacted plan with the ensemble. Split % reports the fraction of plans in
the ensemble in which the given municipality was split. Avg. Split reports the fraction of the population that was removed
from the core district(s) and St. dev. is the standard deviation of this split in the ensemble.

17For a description of the sampling procedure, see Section C; for the parameters used, see Section E; for information on validating the ensembles,
see Section F.1
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